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Renewed intel'est in developing driving simulators with large mo-
tion amplitudes has engendered simulator motion drive algo-
rithms and computer software capable of predicting the perfor-
mance of such devices for design purposes. One such computer
package is described. The hardware is assumed to consist of an
unrestricted turntable on top of a hexapod motion platform car-
ried by a large-amplitude x-y carriage. Algorithms are included
to represent the motion-drive washout algorithms and the physical
motion of the simulator. Routines are developed to split the six
linear and angular motions among the three principal hardware
subsystems, The presence of an unrestricted turntable has re-
sulted in the need to develop a new tilt-coordination algorithm
to simulate sustained accelerations. By selecting a Euler angle
set specifically suited to the present geometry, a considerable
simplification of the washout algorithm has been achieved. Po-
tential problems with algorithm stability and crosstalk ale pointed
out, and guidelines on how to avoid them are provided. Several
typical car maneuvels are ernployed to demonstrate the features
of the motion algorithm and the benefits and limitations of the
hardware configuration. These maneuvers include an entry and
steady turn, braking, and a single lane change. The effects of
including and deleting the turntable and the¡-y carriage are studied.
The results are described in terms of the amounts of hardware
travel used and the fidelity of the motion cues provided to the
driver.

Recent interest in high-performance driving simulators has
led to the production of several facilities capable of large
amplitude motion such as the Daimler-Benz system (1) and
the Swedish VTI system (2). In addition, conceptual designs
have been proposed with 9 degrees of freedom (3), and the
National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS) (4) is gaining
momentum in the United States.

To assess the problems involved with operating recently
proposed large-amplitude simulator motion-drive systems and
the cost/benefits associated with the increased size, a software
package has been developed that can produce a computer
simulation of both the motion of the physical hardware and
the performance of the rnotion-drive algorithms that must be

used to interface the vehicle equations of motion and the
hardware (5,ó).

Before the software could be created it was necessary to
specify the general characteristics of the lage-amplitude
motion-base hardware. The configuration selected was based
on a standard flight simulator hexapod motion system (sup-
ported by six hydraulic actuators) as is the Daimler-Benz
simulator. This was taken to be mounted on a large-amplitude
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x-y carriage producing motions in the horizontal plane. Fi-
nally, an unrestricted turntable was mounted on the hexapod's
upper payload platform and the vehicle cab affixed to the
turntable.

This paper will not deal with the details of the mechanical
design or with the dynamic response characteristics of the
hardware. It will be assumed that the software and hardware
are well matched so that each hardware subsystem has a high
bandwidth relative to the motion command signals it receives
from the motion-drive software. It will also be assumed
that the hexapod and the turntable both have the same high-
bandwidth properties due to the modest mass they must sup-
port. The x-y carriage, on the other hand, is assumed to be
a more massive low-frequency device (see Figure 1). All
mechanical systems are assumed to have unity transfer func-
tions over the frequency range of their input command signals.

The goal of the classical washout algorithm used herein is
to match as closely as possible the angular velocity o and
specific force f at a particular reference point in the actual
vehicle (the origin of Fr) and the simulated vehicle (the origin
of {r) (7,8). Here, specific force at a point is defined to be

f=a-s g

where a is the inertial acceleration of the point and g is the
acceleration due to gravity. The algorithm is intended to pro-
duce the desired motion cues mentioned while restricting the
motion of the hardware to remain within its physical limita-
tions. Without going into the details to be covered later in
this paper, Figures 2 and 3 can be used to illustrate the es-
sential features of the classical washout algorithm. The inputs
to the algorithm are g¡,0,, and f.nn, the computed angular ve-
locity and specific force at theielected reference point in the
vehicle being simulated. The outputs from the algorithm are
?r,, Qr, and rþrr, the input commands to the motion-base hard-
ware. Consider g,4Ai it is first scalecl and limited to reduce
the demands on the motion system. It is then converted to
Euler angles, which are fed through high-pass filters to remove
low-frequency signals that tend to drive the motion system
into its travel limits. These Euler angles are then used to help
generate the hardware drive signals and to produce transfor-
mation matrices at various points in the algorithm. Now con-
sider 1,,: after being scaled and limited, it is transformed into
earth frame components and high-pass-filtered and double-
integrated to produce linear displacement commands. As be-
fore, the removal of low-frequency signals is the goal of this
process. With most of the cornputed low-frequency motions
removed by the high-pass filters, a special effect has been
developed to represent sustai¡red accelerations in the xy plane

(1)
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FIGURE I Hardware configurât¡on.

of the vehicle axis system. It is called tilt-coordination, and
it makes use of Equation 1. When a is 0, f can still be
simulated by g. For example, the sensation of forward sus-

tained acceleration in the simulator cab can be created by
placing the cab in a pitched-up attitude. The driver's vestibular
system and the sensation of the seat pressing against his back
both register cues that the driver would experience if he or
she were indeed accelerating forward. In Figures 2 and 3 the
tilt-coordination is created by passing a modified version of
l, (namely fl) first through a low-pass filter to pick up its
low-frequency component and then creating an increment
to the simulator's Euler angles that approximates the de-
sired tilt.

f
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REFERENCE FRAMES

Frame Fz

The hexapod frame F' is located with its origin on the payload
platform at the point at which the turntable's axis of rotation
meets the platform. The ¡-axis points forward and the e-axis
downward. The xy plane is parallel to the payload platform.
It is assumed that the axis of rotation of the turntable is
coincident with the z-axis and that the floor of the simulator
cab is also parallel to the ry plane.

Frame F"

The simulator frame F, has its origin in the simulator cab at
a point selected to suit the requirements of the simulation. It
is attached to the cab with its x-axis pointing forward and its
z-axis parallel to the z-axis of Fr.

Frame.F,

Frame F. is fixed to the simulator driver's head with its origin
midway between the driver's left and right vestibular systems.
The x-axis points forward and the z-axis downward along
the spine. In this study it will be assumed that F" is paral-
lel to Fr.

Frame F,

The car reference frame F, has its origin at the same relative
cab location as the simulator reference frame F.t. Frame F)
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FIGURE 2 Classical algorithm: linear motion.
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FIGURE 3 Classical algorithm: ângular mofion.

has the same orientation with respect to the cab as the sim-
ulator frame Fs.

Frame F,

The inertial frame F, is earth-fixed with its z-axis aligned with
the gravity vector g. The location of its origin and the ori-
entation of its ¡-axis are selected to suit the problem under
study.

Frame fu

The .r-y carriage frame has its origin fixed to the centroid of
the hexapod's lower platform bearing attachment points. It
is parallel to F, and is translated by the x-y carriage.

EULER ANGLES AND TRANSFORMATION
MATRICES

With the F, and F, frames related as described, it is found
that the formulations involving the calculation of angular rates
and Euler angles are simplified if a nonstandard set of Euler
angles is employed. In the present development the order of
rotation when applying Euler angles will be roll (Q), pitch
(0), then yaw (ù). In general, the three Euler angles will be
represented by

If the turntable angles relative to the hexapod be r!r, then it
follows that

Ê, : Ê, + [o o {,r]r (3)

The transformation matrices based on the present nonstan-
dard Euler angles are (for a general frame Fr)

fcos 
0 cos ù -cos 0 sin rl¡ sin 0 I

lcos S sin {, cos 0 cos {, -sin $ cos 0 |

Lru = | +sin g sin 0 cos r! -sin g sin 0 sin ,! 
I

I sin 0 sin r! sin Q cos r! cos Q cos 0 |

L-cos 0 sin 0 cos '.1, +cos $ sin 0 sin ù l,

= Ll, (4)

where [Q 0 r]]f are the Euler angles of F, relative to F, and
where in general for any vector V

Y: b"Yn (s)

l-cos rþt sin rþt.

Lr, = | - sin rþ., cos r|r.r

Loo
_lT
- gHs

co¿¡ = R, Êo

þo : T¡ ouu

il

il.
l-cos 0 cos rL

R, = | -cos 0 sin
Lsin 0

sin $r! cos g
0I = [ôoú]' (2)
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I': -sec 0 sin ù
cos {,
tan 0 sin rü

SYSTEM GEOMETRY

The linear displacement geometry including the ith hexapod
actuator is shown in Figure 4. Q gives the location of the
origin of F," relative to the origiriof Fr, and C the location of
the origin of F, relative to the origin of {,. The displacement
C is generated by motion of the x-y carriage. As shown in
the figure, ! gives the location of the origin of F, relative to
the origin of F,, so that

9:ç+g (11)

In the figure A, and !r locate the upper and lower attachment
points of the hexapod's fth actuator, and /, represents the ith
actuator. Thus, /, expressed in F, components becomes

h = Ltn A¡H - B,/ + S, (L2)

where A,r, and 8,, are constants for given hexapod geometry.
The actuator length command signal relative to its neutral
position is given by

(, : (fi, ('¡)tE - L¿ (13)

where Z, is its neutral length.
The location of the origin of F" relative to the origin of F'

is given by D. Because F, is fixed to the turntable, the di-
rection of D is time varying while its length remains fixed.
When r¡l¡ =-0, then

D:P, (14)

It follows that, in general,

D, = [dcos(rlr + 1) dsin(r¡. + 1) Do,f' (15)

where d, Do,, and "y are constants.

TILT.COORDINATION

Consider a situation in which specific force at the origin of
Fr is generated by tilt-coordination alone. Thus

lss : -gs : -Ln 9, (16)

If S" and 05 âre âSSümod to be small angles, then Equation
16 can be approximated by

f ecos{, - ôsinù I
Io=gl -osinù,ôcos.ll Q7¡

L -1 Ir
Now, from work by Reid and Nahon (7) and Figure 3, the
specific force to be simulated by tilt-coordination is given by
the scaled, low-frequency part of the ¡- and y-components of
fir, represented by fL, where
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(10)
f sec 0 cos r!

I sin rl¡

L-tan 0 cos g il.

l- : [fL. fL,]r

Thus, from Equafions 17 and 18 the
given by

[0s¿ osI,]r:Nrr

where

[öS¿ 0S¿ 0]7 = 9SL

(18)

tilt-coordination is

(1e)

(20)
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FIGURE 4 Vectors for a single acluator.
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are the tilt-coordination Euler angles and

N:

In general, the tilt-coordination contribution to overall spe-
cific force is produced by adding pSL to rhar part of B,
produced by other effects as showriìñ-Figure 3. Since til-t-
coordination is intended to represent almost steady-state spe-
cific force, then it is important not to destroy the illusion by
having the driver sense the angular velocity or tangential ac-
celeration associated with the onset acceleration of the tilt.
Software is included to place limits on both the tilt rate and
the tilt acceleration used in tilt-coordination.

REVISED CLASSICAL \ryASHOUT

Referring to Equation 3 and Figure 3, B" is made up of two
parts:

B"=Ê1HP+BSL

where 91HP is the contribution due to ønn and ßSL the tilþ
coordinæion. The path from o* to P1HP follows standard
classical washout practice (7). From E-quations 7 and22,

where HPR[I] is the output of filter block HPR FILT for an
input.r(t).

Equation 3 can now be used to determine r!r:

úr = ûs - ù¡r (24)

where g" comes from Equation 22. Take
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Next deal with the linear motion equations. Consider a

Point P fixed to F" and located relative to the origin of F" by
O-P" where

OP55 : [x' y' z']r : constant (30)

Let P be located relative to the origin of F' by Oja where

OP ¡1¡1 = [x y z)' (31)

Since D represents the location of the origin of F, relative to
F", it follows that

OPa¡r = Dr, + LHs OPs.s

From Equations 6, 15,30,31, and32

Q,, :

oPor, :

dþn,r, =

(33)

Since the classical washout algorithm attempts to match the
vehicle's specific force at the origin of F", we will initially deal
with the case where OPss = 0. Following the development
described by Reid and Grant (ó) for the inertial acceleration
of a point moving with respect to a translating and rotating
frame, let the point be the origin of F, and let F, be the
translating and rotating frame. It follows that

?s¡¡ = ã¡¡¡1 * àâ¡¡ (36)

(2t).-,f -sin ç -cos {l
" I cos rf -sin rf J"

(32)

(22)

fd cos (t!¡ + f) + x'cos r!¡ - y'sin r!.1

la 
sin {v' * t)rl.T'1,*r + y'cos ùrJ

l;åilLol

[;u;;]

(34)

(35)

úr:

Ù¡¡ =

krr,

(1 - kr)*.

(2s)

(26)

(28)

k, is taken to be either unity or 0. When k, is unity, all of
$5 is generated by the turntable and none by the hexapod.
When kr. is 0, all of rf" is generated by the hexapod and none
by the turntable. Equations 25 and26 are represented by the
SPLIT block in Figure 3. Thus, from Equations 25 and26,

9' = [ôs 0.s (1 - k.),r,J'

In addition, a scaling factor k, has been included in order to
allow r!, to be scaled up for special effects.

To generate gn 
" 

and å¡,r,, f.or use in other sections of the
algorithm, use

@nrt : Rr, 9r,

and its time derivative. Also define

or=ùt

where

as : inertial acceleration of origin of Fr,

3a = inertial acceleration of origin of Fo, and

aa, = öP on + 2orcjp on + [f]¡r<oo + ôrr¡ oprr'

where

oPr" : 0

r0 -rO,=lr 0

L-q p

\tnu: lPnn Qa¡t

Now from Equation 36

ãst = ãnt * L,n &, : a,r + aar

(27)

q1
-p I

0 ),,

r rrnl'

(37)

(38)

(3e)

(2e) (40)
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Note that ar, is made up of the sum of the inertial acceleration
of the.r-), carriage and the acceleration of the hexpod frarne
F' relative to the x-), carriage.

At this stage in the development, consider how the simu-
lator acceleration command signals would be formed if there
were no high-pass filtering of the linear motion commands
(i.e., remove blocks HPS FILT and HPI FILT in Figure 2).
Designate the variables altered by this lack of filtering by
(-). Thus Equation 40 becomes

ãt,: ã,ot * aa, (41)

In classical washout it is attempted to make f.r., as similar to
fi, as possible. In the absence of filtering take

ts.s : 9',

Thus

ês"=io*g.r= t)n+g,
and

Â.ç¡ = Ls t)" + g'

Thus, from Equations 41. and 44,

ã¡t=L,.s!)n+g,-aa,

(42)

(43)

(4s)

and ã,,, is the rnotion command signal to be sent to the hexa-
pod and the x-y carriage. Let

uil: gr, = Lr"a2S : L,r(t)n + g., - aa") (46)

Now, to protect the hexapod and the.r-y carriage, the sig-
nals a2S and a2I are passed through high-pass filters before
being sent to the hardware. Because of the presence of the
turntable, the orientation of the ¡- and y-axes of Ii with
respect to those of F, can vary without limit. Thus, the ap-
plication of different degrees of filtering to the ¡- and y-
co¡nponents of a2S is best accomplished by filtering them in
the F, frame. In Figure 2 this is handled by the HpS FILT
block (which leaves the z-component of a2S untouched). The
result of this process is then expressed in F, components by
a2I. As demonstrated elsewhere (7), high-pass filtering in F.,
does not ensure that drifting and offsets will not occur in the
simulator hardware. This requires high-pass filtering in the l,
frame. This is done by passing a2I through HPI FILT and
then double integrating this filtered acceleration to produce
the simulator displacement Qj. It was also pointed out that
filtering in .F, downstream of L^ can lead to crosstalk among
the !"" components felt by the driver in the simulator (Z). In
the present case, with the possibility of large values for r|.r,
this can be a particular problem. To minimize these effects
HPI FILT should be selected to be as mild as possible (i.e.,
select large values for natural frequency).

Initially the tilt-coordination crossfeed signal fl (see Figure
2) was formed from (fi,, - aas) in order to maximize the
amount of a2 sent through tilt-coordination. However, it was
found that some of the high-frequency components in aa., (due
b AoOP,,r) produced a destabilizing loop closure that could
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cause the algorithm to oscillate. This was corrected by allow_
ing only the low-frequency part of aa, to be used in tilt-
coordination, namely aaln , where

aa'[,,, : [-xrT - yo)2r. 0]t

This was achieved by writing a2S as

a2S = [f)" - Lr,,(aa,, - aal,,)l + g., - L.'aalr,

q : A, [Hpr x Lpc]

Sí = a2l IHPI(I - LPC)]

and

o;=eí +5;=

and arranging things as shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2 Q; is the displacement command sent to the

hexapod and tñã x-y carriage. To take full advantage of the
simulator's design, the .r- and y-components of eí must be
partitioned between the hexapod and the.r-y cañiage. It is
assumed that the bandwidth of the hexapod is wider than that
of the x-y carriage, thus it makes sense to base the partition
on frequency content. This can be arranged to ensure that
the largest displacements are carried out by the x-y carriage.
Several alter¡ratives were examined before the complemðn-
tary filters approach was selected.

The block diagram of the complemenrary filters (LpC FILT)
is included in Figure 2. ^lhey are applied to the .r- and y-
components of Q,i. The high-pass filters HpS FILT ancl HpI
FILT are tunedJo lirnit the low-frequency commands to the
x-y carriage. The low-pass filter LPC FILT is tunecl to send
the high-frequency signals to the hexapod and the lower-
frequency signals (which tend to produce large-amplitude mo-
tions) to the x-y carriage. The corresponding transfer func-
tions for the x- and y-components are

(4e)

(s0)

(51)

In solving the differential equations corresponding to Equa-
tions 49 and 50, rhe inirial conditions Cj(O) and S,i(O) are
selected so as to start the simulator from a desired location.
Usually this will be with all the actuators extended to half
their stroke, although in special cases a bias toward some
other location may be useful.

HARDWARE DRIVE SIGNALS

Although the scale factors, input limiters, and high-pass filters
of the motion drive algorithm are intended to reduce the
chances of the hardware's exceeding its limits, they cannot
prevent this from happening for all system inputs. For this
reason, software limiting is placed between the outputs from
the washout algorithms and the hardware. For the hexapod
and the x-y carriage, the limits are placed on displacement
and velocity of the actuators. For the turntable, a limit is
placed only on velocity. The limiting algorithrn is fully de-
scribed elsewhere (8). (The only addition has been the use of
@o : IlA,t in the velocity-limiting algorithm.) The limiting

(47)

(48)

(44)

_1
a2I - HPI
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Bsr-= Yp'r:ii.["]Ë;:::i:] (s3)
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blocks are shown at the output side of Figures 2 and 3. The
drive signals including output limiting are {r, for the hexapod,
C, for the x-y carriage, and r!r, for the turntable.

INTERACTION BETWT]EN TILT-COORDINATION
AND TURNTABLE MOTION

The addition of the turntable creates the potential for un-
wanted to, interactions with tilt-coordination. Hence tuning
of the motion-drive algorithm increases in complexity.

To demonstrate this interaction, consider Equation 23 for
o"". The term R" 9SL can contain unwanted contributions to
orss representing false motion cues. From Equations 18 to 21

it follows that

f sin rþ"(/t .i," - f¿,1 - cos rþr(/L,,i, + f¿"1 I
l-.ot,¡"(/L,ú.s 

- f^ ; sin rþ.,(/L,,i, * /¿,)l
(s2)

Assuming that tilt rates are small,/L" andfL,,can be dropped
into Equation 52, giving

Thus, from Equations 9,25,29, and 53,

n.pSl = {r
8Kr

f - f t, * (l - cos 0.)(/L, cos2 r.þ, - /L, sin {., cos tþ.r) Ix | - f Lr+ (1 - cos 0r)(/L, sin2 r|., - /L, sin g.t cos r!r) 
|

L sin 0r(/L" sin f., - /L, cos rf") I
(s4)

In Equation 54 it is seen that the products arfL, and arfL,
appear as factors in every term. This is the undesired inter-
action because it leads to false cues in o* that could be sensed

by the driver in the simulator.

COMPUTER.BASED SIMULATOR TESTS

To assess the capabilities of the proposed motion algorithm
and hardware configuration, a computer simulation was car-
ried out for a number of typical driving maneuvers. In these
tests the size of the simulator was fixed with the hexapod
actuators having a stroke of ¡-0.67 m about 0 and the.r-y
carriage having the same -+13.72 m travel in both directions
about 0. In all cases the motion algorithm parameters were
selected to produce representative system response. (The
evaluation of simulator motion performarrce made hereupon
is based on the authors' experience with simulator motion.)
The car response data were produced by specifying the inputs
to a simple vehicle model representing a 18i4-kg car as doc-
umented by Reid and Grant (9).
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Entry and Steady Turn Maneuvers

The entry and steady turn maneuver was entered at 60 km/
hr, and the car's trajectory was a circle of 150-m radius, This
was a fairly mild turn, generating about 0.25 g of side force
on the driver (see Figure 5). Three simulator configurations
were tested for this particular maneuver, designated as EST1,
EST2, and EST3.

In EST1 all the simulator motion subsystems were active.
The simulator .r-y carriage displacement and turntable angle
are shown in Figure 6. The displacement shown in this plot
is significantly different from that for the car because of the
high-pass filters and the use of tilt-coordination to represent
sustained lateral specific force. Figure 5 gives plots of
the driver's lateral specific force in the cab frame for the car
and the simulator. The simulator does a good job of repre-
senting this motion cue with a rapid onset at the beginning
and the correct steady-state value. The small dip in specific
force in the simulator following the onset cue is due to tilt-
coordination limiting the buildup of the tilt-coordination cue.
The initial simulator specific force cue does not reach the car's
initial value because of the overall filtering action of the mo-
tion algorithm. Figure 7 shows the car's sustained yaw rate
and the washed-out yaw rate of EST1. Because of the high-
pass nature of the human vestibular system, however, the yaw
rates sensed by the driver in these two cases are quite similar.

In EST2 tlìe yaw component of HPR FILT (see Figure 3)
has been deleted (opened up) with the remainder of the sim-
ulator configuration kept the same as ESTl. The simulator
trajectory is shown in Figure 6. Under these conditions the
simulator approaches a steady-state yaw rate as shown in
Figure 7. Note the oscillatory natul'e of the simulator's yaw
rate response. This is an example of the interaction between
tilt-coordination and turntable motion given by Equation 54.

The corresponding tilt-coordination angles will also be oscil-
latory in order to produce a constant specific force on the
driver in the cab frame (see Figure 5).

In EST3 the turntable has been turned off and the hexapod
is used to produce all yawing effects. The high-pass filters
have been tuned to take this change into account. As shown
in Figure 6 the x-y carriage displacement is now primarily a

lateral displacement although a small longitudinal displace-
ment is present. From Figure 7 it can be seen that the yaw

rate cue is of very short duration, being prirnarily an

onset cue. This results in a sensed yaw rate that is signif-
icantly different from that produced by the car. The lateral

fy(m^2)

r.ime(s)

FIGURE 5 Driver's lateral specific force in cab franre for
entry and steady turn.

Simulâtor ESTI, EST2, EST3
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rime(s)

FIGURE 7 Yaw rate for entry ând saeady turn.
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specific force is unchanged from ESTI and EST2 as shown
in Figure 5.

Braking Maneuver

The braking maneuver (BRK) was moderate (0.25 g) and
began from a steady forward speed of g0 km/hr. All the sim_
ulator subsystems were active. The resulting driver's longi_
tudinal specific force in the cab frame is shõwn in Figur;g
for both the car and the simulator. The simulator produces a
good onset cue followed by a sag in specific force due to tilt_
coordination limiting. There is a good J, transient cue when
the car comes to a full stop followed by a large false cue
caused by tilt-coordination limiting, which restricts the rap_

I t(') 
| Y¡(m)

FIGURE 6 Slmulator trqiectories for ESTI, EST2, and EST3.

f,(m/9

.0.5

-l

-t.5

-2
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idity with which the tilt-generated specific force can be re-
moved. This braking maneuver used up 2l m of x-y carriage
travel.

Single Lane Change

The single lane change (with a maximum lateral acceleration
of approximately 0.125 g) was entered from 60 km/hr. Two
simulator configurations were tested for this maneuver, and
they were designated as LCl and LC2,

In LC1 all the simulator motion subsystems were active.
This case represents an attempt to minimize the amount of
filtering and tilt-coordination in order to take full advantage
of the large displcements of the simulator. This resulted in as

I

m
I

t0
I

0

----]----30
rtune(s)

FIGURE 8 Longitudinal speclfic force for braking maneuver.
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FIGURE 9 Driver's lateral specific force in cab frame for
single lane charrge mâneuver.

close to direct duplication of the car's motion as was possible.
Only mild high-pass filtering in the ¡- and z-channels re-
mained. Tilt coordi¡ration and filtering of the angular degrees
of freedom were eliminated. The resulting simulator trajec-
tory used about the same lateral travel as the actual car (ap-
proximately 4 m). It was primarily a lateral motion with a

very small arnount of longitudinal motion. The simulation of
._f, and oì in the cab frame for the driver was almost perfect
(see Figure 9 for i,).

ln LC2 the turntable and the x-y carriage were turned off.
The amount of filtering was increased and the tilt-coordina-
tion turned back on. All of the yawing motion is provided by
the hexapod. From Figure 9 it can be seen that this has re-
sulted in a degraded simulatol specific force cue. This is pri-
marily the result of turning off the x-y carriage. The simulator
yaw rate still cluplicated that of the car because the maneuver
is sufficiently limited in yaw displacement that the hexapod
can handle it with no trouble.

SUMMARY

A computer sirnulation has been developed that can be

used to study the performance and specifications of large-
amplitude motion-bases intended for driving simulator ap-
plications. Both the motion drive algorithm ancl the physical

motion of the simulator are modeled. The simulator config-
uration selected for study consisted of an unrestricted turn-
table on top of a hexapod motion platform supported by a
large-amplitude x-y carriage.

Algorithms have been selected that divide the motion among
the three major subsystems. The commands sent to the x-y
carriage are based on their frequency content while those sent
to the turntable are often selected to reduce the hexapod
motion commands to 5 degrees of freedom.

A tilt-coordination algorithm has been developed that ac-
counts for the presence of the turntable. In addition, an un-
avoidable interaction between tilt coordination and turntable
angular velocity has been identified.

The testing of the motion algorithm on several common car
maneuvers has highlighted the benefits possible from the pro-
posed simulator configuration. The large-amplitude x-y car-
riage can be used to generate excellent specific force cues
while minimizing the need for tilt-coordination in certain cases.

The turntable provides excellent yaw rate cues.
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APPENDIX
Notation

s = Laplace variable
Af = computer step size

<oB = angular velocity of frame F, with respect to fl'anÌe F¡
(_,) = vector
b, : components of b, expressed in frarne l, (a three-elernent
column matrix)
B = matrix
Er : transpose of B
( ), : variables related to frame Fn
.dix= 

dt
I = Laplace transform of x(t)
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